advanced windows debugging mario hewardt daniel pravat - advanced windows debugging mario hewardt daniel pravat on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers bob wilton escalation, building powerful platforms with windows ce james y - building powerful platforms with windows ce is a comprehensive practical guide on the use of the microsoft windows ce 169 platform builder, virtual dos machine wikipedia - virtual dos machines vdm refer to a technology that allows running 16 bit 32 bit dos and 16 bit windows programs when there is already another operating system, informationweek news connects the business technology - informationweek com news analysis commentary and research for business technology professionals, component object model wikipedia - component object model com is a binary interface standard for software components introduced by microsoft in 1993 it is used to enable inter process communication, the windows xp layout informit the trusted technology - when compared to other microsoft operating systems windows xp has many important differences ranging from capabilities to functions and security but one, linux tutorial fedora core and red hat linux cd - fedora core and red hat linux cd installation version upgrade configuration and basic administration this tutorial covers the installation and or upgrades, pc 104 embedded systems faq controlled com - pc 104 is a standard for pc compatible modules circuit boards that can be stacked together to create an embedded computer system these types of systems are often, def con 18 hacking conference speakers - started in 1992 by the dark tangent defcon is the world s longest running and largest underground hacking conference hackers corporate it professionals and three.